JAAN 781. Design: EOOS.

Clear and soft, powerful and charming - Jaan
combines apparent opposites. The spacious seat
areas of sofa and armchair float on the delicate
framework. In a balanced harmony of lightness and
weight – the hallmark of the award-winning range.
The final touches were given particular attention:
it is not only lovers of masterly craftsmanship who
will be impressed by the fine fell seam. Elegant
occasional tables complete the range.

Product description

Design awards

Armchair and sofas
Modell no.

781

Frame

Wooden frame with zigzag spring.

Upholstery

Seat and back cushion: fixed seat cushions. Cold cure foam sandwich construction with an
outer layer of wadding.

Legs

Frame: aluminium extrusion feet, die cast aluminium in
- highly-polished
- powder-coated black gloss
- powder-coated bronze matt.

Glides

With synthetic glides for stone and carpet floors and felt glides for wooden floors.

Boards

Option: the armchair récamières 781-10 AL/
AR can be equipped with lateral boards (for
surcharge).

front view
without board

+30 cm

Surfaces:
- satinised glass black (.33),
- Leather Saddle coffee or black.
Dimensions: width: 30 cm, length: 82 cm.

front view
with board

top view
armchair with
board

Occasional tables

The occasional tables 782-T can be placed on the lateral boards. (see Jaan Living)
Occasional tables: in steel, powder-coated black matt or bronze matt.

Matching models

Jaan tables 780-T.
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